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The 000-602 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 000-602 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 000-602 exam is very challenging, but with our 000-602 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 000-602 exam on your FIRST TRY!
IBM 000-602 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 000-602 exam
- Try a demo before buying any IBM exam
- 000-602 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 000-602 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 000-602 tested and verified before publishing
- 000-602 exam questions with exhibits
- 000-602 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring IBM certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 000-602 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 000-602 test is an important part of IBM certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 000-602 exam is essential and core part of IBM certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 000-602 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your IBM 000-602 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 000-602 now!
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QUESTION: 1
A client is considering a zBX for application serving. Which of the following issues need to be
discussed during implementation planning for the zBX with the client?

A. Level of Windows running on zBX
B. Toleration PTFs for z/OS running on the zBX
C. Maintenance level of zVM
D. Levels of Linux on System x, and AIX on zBX

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
A customer is willing to buy one z196 with four zBX. The manager of the mainframe
department is concerned about the acoustical noise from the zBX. What action should be done
in order to address this concern?

A. Order Rear Door Heat eXchanger to minimize BladeCenter noise.
B. IBM Site and Facilities Services can provide sound attenuation panels for data center walls
and ceilings
C. Order IBM acoustic door
D. Order 3rd party vendor acoustic attenuation enclosures for BladeCenter

Answer: C

QUESTION: 3
A z800 customer has been acquired by a larger company. The parent company is a z196
customer. The parent company CIO has told the z800 staff to upgrade from z/OS 1.4 to a
supported z/OS version on a z10 BC. The CIO understands there is no simple supported
migration path. The z800 staff plans to present the parent company CIO four migration
options. Which of the following plans will bring them to a supported environment?

A. Research PSP buckets to ensure all required service is applied to z/OS 1.4
B. Purchase IBM Lifecycle Extension for z/OS 1.7 and migrate to z/OS 1.7
C. Order the most current version of z/OS and migrate to that version
D. Install the z10 with z/VM and run z/OS 1.4 as a z/VM Guest
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Answer: C

QUESTION: 4
A customer with a System z Server and DS8000 storage subsystems will be creating a new
remote data center for disaster recovery (DR). The data centers are 613 kilometers (381 miles)
apart. The data migration and production cutover must be accomplished with minimal
disruption. Which of the following technologies best meets these requirements?

A. Global Mirror
B. SVC
C. PPRC
D. Flash Copy

Answer: A

QUESTION: 5
A customer has several System z servers and is considering moving to zEnterprise. They ask if
all their installed systems can be upgraded directly to zEnterprise. Which of the following IBM
z Servers will not upgrade directly to zEnterprise?

A. z10 EC
B. z9 EC
C. z10 BC
D. z10 IFL only

Answer: D

QUESTION: 6
A customer is planning for their first z196. At what stage should pre-sale TDA be performed?

A. Prior to point of ordering
B. Prior to proposal
C. Prior to initial solution design meeting
D. Prior to delivery

Answer: B
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QUESTION: 7
A customer is considering consolidating 50 existing Linux x86 servers to Linux on System z.
Which of the following is the best way to create a detailed consolidated sizing for these 50
servers?

A. Collect performance and workload data for CPU busy on the current servers and translate
RPE2s into MIPS, then input the results into eConfig for a sizing
B. Collect performance data and use it for a Fit for Purpose study to create a sizing
C. Collect performance and workload data from existing servers and share it with IT Architects
and Techline to create a sizing.
D. Use the IBM Workload Estimator (IWE) on the Internet to create the detailed consolidated
sizing.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 8
In a customer project status meeting, a new requirement surfaces. This requirement may result
in substantially more storage being needed than originally specified. Which of the following
addresses this change?

A. Provide a quotation for more disk
B. Recommend the client postpones the requirement
C. Propose IBM Storage Cloud Services
D. Process a project change-order

Answer: D

QUESTION: 9
A customer is installing their first zBX to analyze the fit for a large implementation later. The
Operations Director is concerned about what device would service the blade, specifically for
replacing microcode or recognizing hardware failure. Which of the following devices performs
these functions for the zBX?

A. Any HMC attached to the z196
B. Any HMC attached to the System z ensemble that owns the blade
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